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Peter Norton's Guide to Java Programming serves as a
complete reference for those who are new to the world of
programming and those who make their living at it. Awardwinning author Peter Norton uses a hands-on, user-friendly
approach that allows beginners to learn at their own pace and
advanced users to quickly access the information they need.
Topics such as the Java Developer''''s Kit, interactivity, and
the Java API are covered in authoritative depth, and in each
case both techniques and code examples are provided. If you
want to get all you can out of Java, Peter Norton''''s Guide to
Java Programming is for you. Learn sophisticated component
handling Save time and effort in Java programming using true
reusable code Master the Java Workshop Get complete
coverage of the applet and language class libraries Explore
Java''''s multimedia capabilities Create dynamic, interactive,
multimedia Web pages Add animation to your Web pages
Develop advanced Java applets and applications Debug your
programs and introduce error-handling routines Get an indepth look at the Java virtual machine
This complete Quick C tutorial paves the way for
programmers who need to write powerful Windows
applications--fast! It's full of the reliable tips and techniques
for bug-free, modular code design that the Peter Norton
Group Programming Library is famous for. Sample application
disk includes a mouse-driven paint program, control panel
applciations, pop-up notepad, and more. Offers complete
instructions on testing, debugging and error-handling. Shows
how to incorporate the Windows look and feel using dialog
boxes, cursors, and icons.
Covers hardware, device drivers, operating systems, program
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development, and programming languages
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is
segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
?????:????
Providing the most concise and valuable treatment of Delphi
2--the 32 bit version for Windows 95, this book includes
coverage of all the programming topics that Delphi
programmers need to know, including OLE, the Windows API,
Internet development tools, and Database Management
System (DBMS) programming. It shows readers how to
create extensions for Delphi with other prgramming
languages.
Describes the capabilities of the OS/2 operating system,
discusses multitasking, interprocess synchronization, files,
and memory allocation, and looks at input/output devices
A gold mine of insights, techniques and technical data, this
guide includes information on the similarities and differences
among IBM's five personal computers, plus tips for
programming in assembly language, BASIC, C and Pascal.
An Ingram computer book bestseller for over a year.

The Peter Norton Programmer's Guide to the IBM
PC.Microsoft Press
This authoritative, critically acclaimed book--updated
to include the new IBM PS/2 line--is a complete
reference to the hardware, system software
(includingOS/2), the ROM BIOS services, and the
differences among the IBM family of
microcomputers. A must-have for programmers and
power users.
There are few titles that cover Java as thoroughly as
this one does. Peter Norton's name is internationally
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synonymous with PC expertise, and in this book he
provides the intermediate to advanced user with a
concise and valuable treatment of Java.
A detailed look at programming techniques for
Microsoft Windows 3.0 written for the intermediate to
advanced C programmer. Covers Windows system
architecture, memory management, graphics display
interface, DOS hooks and compatibility issues, Print
Manager, and Windows programming tools.
Written for the intermediate to advanced C programmer, this
book has been revised to provide a detailed look at
programming techniques for Microsoft Windows 3.1. Packed
with tips and techniques that show power programmers how
to develop powerful and full-featured Windows 3.1
applications.
This is an updated guide for anyone who needs an
introduction to personal computer technology, including
computer programming, new technologies and shopping for a
PC.
Peter Norton'S Guide To Access 2000 Programming Provides
A Bridge Between Access 2000 As An Efficient Front-End
Development Tool And The Intricate World Of Visual Basic
Programming. It Is Intended To Offer The Necessary Tools
For Managing Information In All Levels Of Business From
Large Offices To Entrepreneurs And Consultants. Not Only
Does This Book Address Access 2000 Programming In A
Clear Style Full Of Illustrations And Examples, It Also
Presents Four Case Studies Of Complete Database
Applications Development. Each Case Relates To A Different
Use For Databases Ranging From A Straightforward Data
Storage And Retrieval System To A Complex Decision
Support System With Dynamic Web Pages. Extensive
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Coverage Of Sharing Access Data With Other Office 2000
Applications, A Very Important Topic For Access
Programmers Learn To Post Dynamic Access Data On The
Web, Create Database Applications For Interactive Decision
Making, And Add Security To A Multiple-User Database
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering
Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions
help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
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"The Encyclopedia of Microcomputers serves as the
ideal companion reference to the popular Encyclopedia
of Computer Science and Technology. Now in its 10th
year of publication, this timely reference work details the
broad spectrum of microcomputer technology, including
microcomputer history; explains and illustrates the use of
microcomputers throughout academe, business,
government, and society in general; and assesses the
future impact of this rapidly changing technology."
Peter Norton makes complex technical material
understandable to the lay person as he teaches the
underlying principles of assembly language to beginning
programmers.
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